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Thought For The Week: The need is greater now and the opportunities are also greater, because like the

cultural heritage of Social Credit, this generation is heir to the experience and knowledge gained by the early
pioneers in the (Douglas) Social Credit movement and they can, if they will, profit by the mistakes of their
forerunners as well as by their accomplishments. - Forword to Alberta's Fight For Freedom By H E Nichols
"There is a tide in the affairs of men, which, taken at the flood, leads on to fortune,
Omitted, all the voyage of their life is bound in shallows and in miseries.
On such a full sea are we now afloat And we must take the current when it serves, or lose our ventures."
					Brutus to Cassius in Julius Caesar By William Shakespeare.

MEANS AND ENDS By Arnis Luks
Google is expanding its topics of censorship from health options, to now, voting anomalies in the USA
election. Is it time to switch Google off ? If you listen to Brother Nathanael Kapner, he will take you through
the direct Mossad links to the whole google and alphabet structure. While providing a search service, this
structure is frantically gathering intelligence on every move you make. Google is playing a significant part in the
development of the Chinese surveillance state system, mis-titled social credit, what in actual fact is a system to
monitor and assess personal compliance to state decreed edicts. The very opposite of Douglas Social Credit.
Can We Agree To Disagree?
In discussions with a good friend this week, we held different views in regard to a potential medical treatment
for supposed COVID-19. There are so many arms and legs to the question of health options from which to
choose. Is only one of them the best, or only choice? Should we take vitamins, or eat mostly plant-based food?
But we both drifted away from the vital Social Credit point. "Who should decide matters of personal health
- government or ourselves?" That is really the only question. Should I accept personal responsibility for my
choices and place limits to the power government has over me?
Currently government sees fit to medicate us all with the addition of sodium-fluoride (a highly dangerous
and poisonous sedative) to all public water. 99.99% of all public water is not consumed by children with
developing teeth, if this ever was the real reason for this wanton environmental pollution. Yet all of us receive an
accumulating dose in every drink, our food, our bathing water and on our garden. This makes you think doesn't
it?
A sedated, compliant people. No wonder John Howard was calling for an increase in the dosage of sodiumfluoride as he was losing control of the narrative and faced possible defeat over, not only the election, but his
own electoral seat.
What choice I make is entirely my business, and it is not the business of government to force their choices
upon me. Government does little, or nothing about the debilitating scourge of ICE - methamphetamines, or other
forms of personal abuse. People are left to their own devices to destroy themselves should they so wish from a
plethora of choices.
Governments’ justification for its existence is to provide an environment where all individuals are able to
exercise maximum freedoms with responsibility in a moral environment. In order for this to occur government
must be significantly limited in what they have authority to do - 'limiting constitutional monarchy'. God did
not make one person to be lord over everyone else. He made each unique individual person to be lord over
themselves – “the kingdom of God is within you”.
The question of how much power for government is actually a two edged sword, in that by allowing
bureaucrats to dominate, you are actually promoting their wicked behaviour, while abrogating your responsibility

to manage your own affairs, including health choices.
This is a moral question for both you and the bureaucrat.
Holding The Bureaucrat To Account
Reports are coming in of the political Recall
mechanism being exercised in California, so far
attracting more than 1.2 million signatures. Californian
governor Gavin Newsom will soon have to face the
people. As political power is being further centralised,
so there is a counter movement to hold representatives
to account. The mechanism of Recall is not foreign to
our regular On Target readers. This begs the question:
"should the people have enough power to monitor and
limit government or any who hold public office?”
CIR is a timely consideration for a responsible people.
Voter Flooding
In Canada and the United States, some media are
asking for the voting age to be lowered to 16. Women's
suffrage had its beginnings around 1850. Achieving
full voting rights for women across the free world
took another 70 years. Some nations are still not there.
Whether men and women have the right to vote or
not, perhaps we must first consider whether effective
representation has improved in the last 200 years or
not? USA political representation appears to be at an
all-time low. Perhaps it has always been low, just now
more apparent. In Australia and Britain, in my view our
political representation is about on par with the USA.
Vested Interests
A recent On Target mentions that all GM restrictions
in South Australia have been arbitrarily lifted by
the minister. This in spite of 11 councils and many,
many public objections to lifting the GM ban. The
Conservative government has demonstrated that they
don't represent local business nor the people in South
Australia, they represent primarily the interests of megacorporations over and above governments. What possible
compounding health effects could occur due to increased
exposure to GM food products? On top of this precarious
situation is the announcement that another oil refinery
in Australia will be closed. Fuel security is paramount
to our national security. This is further compromised by
exposure to the unreliability of our remaining powergeneration and ever reducing sufficiency of water
supplies for food and industry. Not only will the organic
and biodynamic farming industry be compromised,
but all ancillary industry supporting these groups and
refineries as well will also suffer – a compounding effect
on our industries and communities.
Deliberate Policy Outcomes
As policy, we as a nation of independent and selfreliant people are being fully compromised by our
political representatives and also industries pursuing
profit at the cost of our national security by closing down
coal-fired base-load power generation while supporting
unreliable wind and solar farms - Agenda 2030. Within
the major parties there is no political will nor desire to
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implement policy that will benefit, or provide security for
the Australian people. They are simply political machines
bought and paid for by mega-corporation interests.
With the possibility of the voting age being lowered
to 16, this will further exasperate any chance of effective
representation with the mega-corporations' control over
our media and learning institutions. There is only one
policy given sufficient oxygen, that of pursuing the
interests of, and ensuring huge profits for big money.
"Join with us and live freely and democratically,
or "Serve the enemy and die a slave
under a financial dictatorship."
Can We Learn From The Past? A History of Social Credit in Alberta 1905 – 1947
An important and little-known booklet available on
our website, “Alberta's Fight For Freedom”, records
the history of the people of that province and their fight
against the money power. Their efforts to overcome
significant resistance did not go in vain. Rather, they set
an example of what has to be done for us all. Residents
formed study groups to research and understand
philosophy, economics and politics. These study groups
injected 'other thoughts' into the community which was
ultimately reflected by the throwing out of the party
hacks and placing their own representatives into the
provincial government positions. This occurred over
many years of effort in pursuit of Truth, by incarnating
their Christian faith and their ever-maturing philosophical,
political and economic knowledge and conviction.
"For where there are two or three gathered together in
my name, there am I in the midst of them".
Meanwhile the money power being able to 'hire'
politicians, industrial leaders and the media at will,
proved a formidable opponent against those 185,000
people of Alberta, of which 127,000 were farmers and
ranchers. The pioneering spirit of Alberta's foundation
stock was reflected in their various phases of endeavour.
The book, which takes about one hour to read, is
important knowledge to ensure there is no delusion in
regard to the formidable task at hand. Even though these
people were betrayed at every turn by politicians and the
elite class, they were still able to process their tax debts
and liabilities to the Province through other means, thus
enabling the Province to achieve debt free status.
BREAKING THE COVID TRANCE: How the Irish
People were Psychologically Manipulated
https://www.bitchute.com/video/iMbV9FpGqLk/
Neuro-Linguistic Programming
Having recently read the transcript of an interview
of John Anthony (hypnotherapist with a background
in neuro-linguistic programming) by entertaining
broadcaster Dave Cullen, I again reinforce the
importance of educating yourself. John Anthony walks
you through the neuro-linguistic programming used by
governments to impose the lockstep / lockdowns. He
identifies each step of the psychological process and
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shows how to recognise their conniving and collusion.
Pavlov and Edward Bernays recognised these
techniques, as did the CCP during the Korean War. We
must be ever vigilant to guard against this sophisticated,
manipulative technique. Cognitive dissonance and pulpil
are but two facets of this same technique. I listened to the
Podcast and also read the transcript. I found I was able
to absorb the information more readily from the notes,
rather than the Podcast. It was interesting to compare
my comprehension of the subject from both sources.
Comprehension was more thoroughly found in reading
and then pondering. You may be different. Try it.
https://www.ukcolumn.org/article/breaking-covid-trancehow-irish-people-were-psychologically-manipulated

https://www.ukcolumn.org/article/
psychological-attack-uk
The Real Cost of the COVID-19 Lockstep / Lockdown
This past week I managed a shopping trip to the
regional shopping centre and noted at least 50% or even
less occupancy. I don’t need government statistics to
tell me the economy is in dire straits. Snap lockstep
/ lockdowns are not only crippling small business
but causing severe psychological distress for those in
isolation. The policy intent is to destroy the independent,
self-reliant and self-sufficient middle-class. The
logarithmic escalation of debt as policy, will ensure
our once independent and self-reliant people will be
beholding to the government for conditional handouts rewards and punishment CCP style.
National Dividend vs Basic Income
The basic income payment (job keeper / job seeker)
plus rent protection, are all due to come to an end.
The payments are tax based, or new government bond
issues which places the debt onto the never-never.
This compounds the stranglehold that central bank
policy already has over our governments and us. As the
alcoholic refuses to acknowledge the problem of drink,
so our governments refuse to acknowledge and free our
nation from the problem of irredeemable debt.
The ‘national dividend’ would be an issue from
the ‘national credit office’ of new funds - debt free
funds. The national credit authority would operate as a
commission similar to 'weights and measures' to ensure
the calculations of the shortfall of purchasing power
is an accurate reflection of the productive capacity of
the nation compared to available wages and dividends.
Operating above government, the figures the national
credit authority came to, would be available for scrutiny.
While our industry is in a state of disrepair and
demise, the payment may only be sufficient to cover the
gap for basic food. As the faith within the community
came to accept this new system as a viable option rather
than poverty induced slavery, so efforts would be made to
rebuild our industry from the ground up. The cost of the
rebuild would also be met by the national credit authority
expressed as a ‘release of public energy’ to construct
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the new industry. That ‘release of public energy’ is what
the existing monetary system does, but uses debt as the
weapon against the community, instead of credit.
The ‘release of public energy’ is a demonstration
of faith that individuals can direct their energies to a
common purpose and will achieve the desired results.
In this case, the 'national dividend' increment will be a
consequence of the new industry producing more goods.
As the produced goods come onto the market so the
national dividend would begin to rise in accordance with
the increase in total prices (of produced goods). As more
faith in the Douglas Social Credit system grew within the
community, so calls for ‘release of further public energy’
would produce an expansion of our industrial base to
demonstrate what we are capable of achieving; the results
desired and realising an increment in our association.
What we are experiencing under COVID-19 lockstep
/ lockdown is social dis-credit - the direct road to
communism. Communism is based on Darwinism – man
is simply matter in motion. Man is the highest form of
all animals and so the strongest will not only survive but
also rule. Might is right, or, trial by combat.
Douglas Social Credit is based on the philosophy that
man is not the highest being. The universe exists, as does
everything visible and invisible, emanating from a higher
power. This higher power has set about a framework for
all things visible and invisible, you might refer to as the
Natural Law. This is observable as readily as watching
the apple fall from the tree to the ground.
In the most basic sense, without faith in your fellow
man you cannot have any form of community.
The natural law demonstrates itself by working best.
Planting a tree requires faith that the natural world will
send the rains and the sunshine. Embracing mutual love
and cooperation will cause an increase in society’s credit
(faith), that working together will produce the desired
outcome and an increment of association.
These are not empty words, but wisdom.
***
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THE LEFT, THE RIGHT AND THE TRUTH
By Betty Luks

I have to admit to a sense of frustration when people
refer to the Left as bad but never mention the Right.
And by 'the Right' in this country I am thinking of
the so-called 'conservatives' the Liberal Coalition and
its backers. I refer the reader to an article written in
1978 - yes, 1978. After reading it, ask yourself did the
writer accurately predict what was to happen - what was
planned, what was THE POLICY back then?
BEHIND THE "NEW INTERNATIONAL
ECONOMIC ORDER” - July 1978
Communist strategist Lenin is credited with the view
that World Communism could not be established without
a world economic system. Lenin strongly opposed smallscale, decentralised production units as a major barrier
to Socialism. As a youth I had my first public debate
with a Communist, and in my innocence thought I would
score some debating points by attacking the evils of
Monopoly, only to hear my opponent disagree, claiming
that Monopoly was the "natural" result of capitalism,
was generally more efficient and paved the way for the
ultimate development of State control of the means of
production, distribution and exchange.
The development of Monopoly is, of course, not
"natural", but the result of financial policies imposed by
the servants of the Credit Monopoly. Marxists do not
attack the Credit Monopoly.
Australia's former Minister for Foreign Affairs,
Mr. Andrew Peacock, a close friend of American VicePresident Mondale and other American members of the
TRILATERAL COMMISSION, including Mr. David
Rockefeller, has provided a neat summary of what is
proposed.
Addressing the United Nations Assembly on September
28, 1977, Mr. Peacock said, "Progress towards a new
international economic order would be influenced by
transfer of real resources to developing countries."
The peoples of the industrialised nations are being
brainwashed into believing that unless they participate in
building the "New International Economic Order" their
present finance-economic crisis will get worse.
CREATING INTERNATIONAL MONEY
A New International Economic Order must have a
complete International Credit Monopoly. Spokesmen
for the Credit Monopolists have been engagingly frank
about this matter. Consider, for example, the words of
Mr. William McChesney Martin, former Chairman of
Directors of the American Federal Reserve Banking
system, in a lecture given in September, 1970, on the
subject of "A World Central Bank?":
"I move on now to speak about the most dramatic
development to date in the evolution toward a world
central bank. This is the agreement to create Special
Drawing Rights . . . International money is now being
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created deliberately and systematically and as the
result of multilateral decision."
Read the full article here:
https://alor.org/Storage/New_Times/pdf/NT4307.pdf
And now, just take a peek at what economist Guy
Standing wrote for the World Economic Forum 2016:
"We are in the middle of a global transformation, the
painful construction of a global market economy.
In the initial period dominated by financiers and
rent-seekers, a new global class has taken shape: the
precariat...Crucially, the integration of China and other
emerging economies into the world’s labour market
added 2 billion workers to the global supply, most of
them used to earning one-fiftieth of OECD workers..."
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2016/11/precariat-globalclass-rise-of-populism/ 			
***

SUGGESTED READING AND TARGET:
It is important to develop your thinking in at least
three disciplines, philosophy, economics and politics.
Invest in yourself
We offer a Social Dynamics Training Course that
covers these subjects really well. Developed over a
lifetime of training people, ED Butler and Jeremy Lee
have produced this foundational video to bridge the gap
between where you are and where you need to be.
There is also the suggested reading list from each
week's On Target. All lists are available from our Website
Libraries or Head Office in printed form.
Invest in yourself
Once you have done these personal development
tasks, then contact your own MP and Senators requesting
they openly support the right for everyone to choose their
own medical options, including rejecting all of them.
Produce a pamphlet and door knock your local area,
discussing this topic of freedom (from any approach
you like). Just gently hold the position, that freedom to
choose or refuse one thing at a time, including medical
choices, is a basic right derived from God and not from
the state. God will provide all your needs in Christ Jesus.
Subscription to On Target $45.00 p.a.
NewTimes Survey $30.00 p.a.
Donations can be performed by direct bank transfer:
A/c Title
Australian League of Rights (SA Branch)
BSB 		
105-044
A/c No.		
188-040-840
or cheques to: ‘Australian League of Rights (SA Branch)’
Postal Address: PO Box 27, Happy Valley, SA 5159.
Telephone: 08 8387 6574 eMail: heritagebooks@alor.org
Online Bookstore : https://veritasbooks.com.au/
https://alor.org/ our main website and repository of the
Douglas Social Credit and Freedom Movement 'Archives'.
On Target is printed and authorised by K. W. Grundy
13 Carsten Court, Happy Valley, SA.
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